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HSSTRROT: The requirements for a context-free grammar to be !_!_-
regular are relaxed, producing a larger ciasa of grammars than 
the original definition. Relationships between LL-regular 
prannMars and 1 .arrzuaees and other classes of t'ramma^s and 
languages are investigated, decidability questions are considered 
and linear time parsing algorithm is described. 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Until recently, efficient deterministic top-down parsing 
of context- free languages ^as limited to the class of LL(k) 
languages [8,8], and some variants [1,7,9]. In addition the 
claso of l.L(f) languages [3] was introduced, but due to the 
arbitrary nature of the function f, efficient parsing was 
ofter, irripossi!:^ e. Efficient top-::'oiyn parsing has bean 
achieved by restricting f to the class of functions 
computab1, e by generalized sequential machines [5], thereby 
defining the class of LL-reg'j"iar languages. This paper 
extends the class of grammars which define LL-regular 
languages and in addition provides some neu; results not 
covered in [5], including a two pass parsing algorithm 
similar to the parsing algorithm for LR-regular languages 
[2]. 
2. LL-REGULAR GRrlMilPRS AND LANGUAGES 
We wi11 use the foilowing notation throughout this paper: 
P context-free grammar G wi1! be represented by a four-tuple 
(N.TpP^), where 1M is the finite set of non-terminal 
•symbols, T is the finite set of terminal symbols, P is the 
set of productions of the form where A € N and $ € 
(I\!l»T)*, AND S is the start symbol. We will occasionally 
identify a production in P by a unique number j by writing 
• Let ex,, a a i (NuT)*. We will write o^Ra-, if 
there is 5 production ? P in the grammar G (omitting 
the subscript G when it is obvious from the context). If'tXj 
j 
e T* then we ujrite oc,Rcr.s =» cc^iXg.
 ? ~i** then we write 
a,rla'. cr.̂ ct"- snd are the transitive completions of 
l & r m 1 t p m 1 
arid respectively, and are the reflexive, 
transitive completions of and => respectively. If p 
= p 1 P2 • • • Pr, a sequence o f production identifiers, then a: 
£ represents a leftmost derivation from a to p using in 
sequence the productions p , , p £ , . . . I f n is an integer, 
then we write a P if there exists a sequence of 
productions p = Pi?2---Pn such that a j3. The set L(G) = 
{x ( T* | S 4 x) is the language generated by the context-
free grammar G. 
Unless otherwise indicated, upper case 1etters S, fl, B 
lux 1 be symbols in X, upper case letter X wi 1 1 be a symbol 
in (NuT), lower case letters a, b, c, d, e wi11 be symbols 
in T, lower case letters w, x, y, z will be strings of 
symbols in T*, and greek letters will be strings of symbols 
in (NuT)*. 
If a e (NuT)*, then is the reverse of a. FIRST k(x) = 
x if the length of x is less than or equal to k and 
FIRST^(x) = y where the length of y equals k and there is a 
z e T* such that x = yz. 
Let 77 = (Rj,...,R n) be a collection of regular sets over 
T. If the R; are oairwise disjoint and the union of all R; 
in 7i is equal to T*, then n is called a regular partition of 
T*. For strings x,y t T*, if x € Rj and y R^ for some i, 
then we will write xsy (mod n). 
R deterministic finite automata N will be represented by 
the five-tuple (Q,T, S , q 0 , F) , where Q is the set of states, T 
is the input alphabet, S is a mapping from QxT Q, q 0 € Q 
is the initial state, and FcQ is the set of .final states. 
DEFINITION 2.1: Let G = (N.T.P.S] be a cfg. Let 
n = (Rj R n ) be a regular partition of T*. G 
is said to be strong LL-regular far n if, given 
any two leftmost derivations: 
S u^Ra, is* "Mpa, ^ u),x 
S w2fi«2 ujaVtta # uiay 
such that x=y (mod n), then it follows that 0 = Y. 
This definition is equivalent to the definition of. an LL-
regular grammar given in [5]. Since it is simi1ar in form 
to the definition of strong LL(U) grammars [8], grammars 
satisfying it will be called strong LL-regular grammars. 
Corresponding to the definition of LT_ (k) grammars [6] are 
the LL-regular grammars. 
DEFINITION 2.2: Let G = (N.T.P.S) be a cfg. Let 
n - (R,,...,R n) be a regular partition of T*. G 
is said to be LL-regular for n (written LL(tt)) if, 
given any two leftmost derivations: 
S wP.cc utfa wx 
5 # wRoc ^ ujYcx # uiy 
such that x=y (mod , then it follows that fi = y. 
DEFINITION 2,3: R language L over alphabet T is said to be 
LL-regu'ar if there exists a grammar G and a 
regular partition ?i of T* such that G is LL (tt) and 
L = L(G) . 
3. GRRMMRR PROPERTIES RND RELATIONSHIPS 
The following set of propositions establish the 
relationship of the class of LL-regular grammars to other 
grammar classes. The class of LL-regular grammars fall 
between the LL(l<) and the LR-reguiar [2] class of grammars, 
and are incomparable with the class of LR(k) grammars. 
PROPOSITION 3.1: Every strong LL-regular grammar is LL-
regular. 
PROOF: Follows immediately from the definitions, since the 
strong LL-regiilar definition is a special case of 
the LL-regular definition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2: There is an LL-regul^r grammar that is not 
strong LL-reguiar. 
PROOF: Let G = ({S,R},{b,c,d,e} ,P,S), ahere P 
{S^Ab,S^Rc,R->d,R-e}, and let n 
({db,ec}, feb,de},T*-(db, ec.eb.dc}). G is not 
strong LL-regi:iar for tt since the two derivations 
S # fib db $ db 
S Rc ec ec I T I m ITn 
have dbsec (mod n) but d^e. Since there are only 
four derivations posible in G, we have 
S Rb & db # db 
5 # Rb & ^ & eb 
but db^eb (mod n) and 
S # Rc dc # dc 
S # fic ec # ec 
but dc^ec (mod tO and therefore G is LL-reguJ ar 
for n. 
PROPOSITION 3.3: Let G = (N,T,P,S) be a grammar that is 
LL (k) for some integer k>1 . Then G is LL(ti) for 
n = (w, , w 2 , . . . , u, T* f u 2T*, . . .) , where w , , ^ , . . . 
are all the strings over T* of length less than k 
and U|,u 2 >... are all the strings over T* of 
length exactly k. 
PROOF: Assume G is LL(I<). Consider the two derivations 
5 =5? # ujx 
S # ujRa =* wVa ^ wy 
and suppose x=y (mod n) . If x,y = uĵ  then 
FIRST k(x) = FIRST k(y). If x,y € U l T * , then 
FIRST k(x) = FIRST k(y) also. Since G is LL(!<) iue 
conclude that £ = 7. Therefore G is LL(rt). 
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PROPOSITION . >i: The grammar G = (N,T,P,S), where 
N = {S, R, B) , T = fa,b,c,d,e}, and P = (S-?Ra, S^Bb, 
R">cfid, R~>e, S^cBd, B^e} is LLCtO for the regular 
J 
partition n = (cT*a, eT*a, cT*b, eT*b, T*-
(c^'e)T* (a
v
b)) , but is not LR(k) for any integer k. 
PROOF: That G is not LR(k) for any k can be shown by 
considering the following derivations: 
S c - W a =? c" ed" a 
S e"Bd"b => c" ed" b for n>0. 
For any fixed integer, k there is always an n>k 
such that FIRST k (ed




Bd"a so G is not LR(k) for any integer k. 
To show that G is L L W it is sufficient to show 
that the contrapositive of the definition is 
satisfied, that is, instead of showing that x=y 
(mod tt) implies that a = , show that o: ^ 
implies that xjsy (mod 71). To this end, consider 
the following three places where the definition 
may be not satisfied: Case 1 - using productions 
S-»Ra and S-Bb. 
S # S Ra # cTedTa 
S # S Bb # c" ed n b n>0 
In this case, Ra * Bb, ' and for all n, 
c ned na^c r'ed"b (mod n) . Case 2 - using productions 
R-^cRd and fl-»e. 
S J^ c r nRd ma =$> c r ncRdd ma c m c n e d n d m a 
7 
S c ^ r P a cr,V-dma ^ c r ned ma m>0,n>1 
In this case, cRd * e, and for al 1 n and m, 
c n ed'"1 c ma£ed r na (mod tt) . Case 3 - using productions 
B^cBd and B-*e. ' 
S ^ c ' W b c m c B d d m b =k c n'c ned"d mb iti IFI tm 
S # crnBdrob o m e d m b c m e d m b m>D,n>1 
In this case, cBd ^ e, and for all n and m, 
c ned r tc mb£ed mb (mod n). So in all cases, the 
definition is satisfied and therefore G is LL . 
Tint following theorem, due to [3], is useful in 
establishing two properties of LL-regular grammars. 
THEOREM 3.5: If there exists a distinctive function f for a 
grammar G, then G is unambiguous and has no left-' 
recursive nonterminal symbols. 
CORQLLRRY 3.6: LL-regular grammars are unambiguous and have 
no 1eft-recursive nonterminals. 
PROOF: The function f, such that f (x) = i if x€f?i , where R; 
is a member of the regular partition n, is a 
distinctive function. 
PROPOSITION 3.7: The grammar G = (N.T.P.S), where N = (S3, j 
T = (a), P = [S^Sa,S-al is LR(k) but not LLC*) for 
any regular partition n of T*. I 
F'ROOF: That G is LR(1) is obvious, and since S is left- j ! 
recursive, G cannot be LL-regular. 
• i ] 
i i 
LR-regular grammars are ones that satisfy the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1; Let G = (N,T,P,S) be a cfg. Let 
n = be a r&gular partition of T*. G 
is said to be LR-regul ar for n (LR(n)) if, given 
any two rightmost derivations: 
S oPi.o cr£w 
S & <fiBx otfy 
such that w=y (mod tt| , then it follows that 
ctfiy = (*=5$, R=B, y=x) . 
The class of LR-regular grammars has been shown to 
properly include the LR(k) graamnars [2]. In order to show 
that the class of LR-regular also includes the class of LL-
regular grammars, the following conditions on a grammar will 
be shown to be sufficient to guarantee that it is LR-
re?ular. 
v . ' 
PROPOSITION 3.3: Let G = (N.T.P.S) be a cfg. Let 
n = (R1,...,Rri) be a regular partition of T*. If 
G is unambiguous and the three derivations: 
S ^ crRw 
R p 
S <x$y 
where w=y (mod ji) imply that S cRy, then G is 
LR (tO . 
PROOF: Let G satisfy the conditions above. Suppose we have 
the following derivations in G: 
S ttflUJ ==> OCpUJ 
s =£> tJBx cc£iy 




and that wsy (mod tt) . So frorn the second 





and R 0 
imply that afly af3y. Mou1 we have the 
derivations 
S =§> ccRy atfy 
S ==> otfy 
and since G is unambiguous, there can be at most 
one rightmost derivation from S to ccpy. Therefore 
we have ^Bx = aRy and G is LR(tO . 
It can now be shown that every LL-regular grammar 
satisfies these conditions and is therefore LR-regular. To 
accomplish this we require that the regular partition n be a 
left congruence. It is well known that any regular 
partition n of T* has a refinement which is a left 
congruence [4], and it is easi'y seen that any grammar that 
is LL Cn i) is LL(n a) for any refinement tt2 of tx^. In what 
r ft' " .'!..-• 1 ; .;;::.?,i.ij-,ci I'ji + hout i oss of generality tn^c any 
regular partition of T* is a left congruence. 
PROPOSITION 3.3: If a grammar G = (N,T,P,S) is LL(rO for 
some left 3 congruent regular partition 
r, = (R, , . .. ,R n) of T*, then G is LRfr! . 
PROOF: From coro! Jary 3.S we know that every LL-regular 
grammar is unambiguous. Now assurae that for the 




and that u;=w' (mod re). If w K ui' then S uRw' 
and G satisfies the alternate definition of LRCti;. 
If not, let xBcc be the last intermediate string-
before the leftmost derivations of uvw and uvw" 
diverge. Then we have 
S # xBoc 
B b 7 
k ==> y 
xYy = uvw 
B => b' ^ V 
k y 
/ / r 
x/ y = uvw 
If uv = xz for some z*T*, then 7ys7'"y' (mod tt) and 
the LL(ti) property is violated. Conversly, if 
x=uvz for seme then trie leftmost derivations 
of UVUJ and UVUJ' do not diverge until after the 
generation of v from A. Therefore S ^ uRw', G is 
LR(ti) and the proof is complete. 
4. LANGUAGE PROPERTIES AND RELATIONSHIPS 
In this section the class of LL-regular languages are 
shown to properly include the class of LL(U) languages, to 
be properly included in the class of LR-regular languages, 
and to be incomparable ujith the class of deterministic 
1anguages. 
PROPOSITION 4.1: The class of LL-regular languages properly 
includes the class of of LL(k) languages. 
PROOF: Every LL(k) language is LL-regular since every LL(U) 
grammar is LL-regular. In [5] it is shown that 
the language L = {an b n | n>1 }o Ca" c n | ri>1} is strong 
LL-regular but not LL(k). Since every strong LL-
regular grammar is LL-regular, L is LL-regular but 
not LL(k); therefore the inclusion is proper. 
PROPOSITION 4.2: The language L = {a"b"c ; n>1} u (a"b S r ,d | 
n>1} is LL-regular but not deterministic. 
PROOF: The grammar G = (N, T, P, S), inhere N = CS,fl,B}, T -
(a, b, c, d}, and P = [S-»Rc, S->Bd, R->aAb, A-*ab, 
B-»aBbb, B^abb} , generates L and is LL(rt) for the 
regular partition n = (aaT*c, abT*c, aaT*d, abT*d, 
T+:- (aa"ab) T* (e - d)) . 10 show thai !_ is not 
deterministic, we uji: ! show that L' = L/(c,d} = 
(ar,bn I n>1} u {a,"'b2n { n>1} is not deterministic. 
Since L' is the quotient of L by the regular set 
{c,d}, L will be deterministic only if L' is l1^] . 
It is e asy to shouj that L' is not accepted by 3i"iy 
deierrninistic FDR, there: ore _' is not 
deterministic and neither is L. 
PROPOSITION 1.3: The language L = Ca nb m j n>m>0} is 
deterministic but not LL-ret'ul ar. 
u 
PROOF: L is generated by the grammar G " ([S.3), {a,b}, 
{S->aS, S->R, fi^aRh, R-*ab}, S) which is LR(1) and 
therefore deterministic, Rny unambiguous grammar 
generating an t L by a leftmost derivation must 
do so in a manner equivalent to one of two ways: 
generate an equal number of a's and b's followed 
by extra a's or generate some a's ' fol 1 oweci by an 
equal number of a's and b's. In either case, for 
the grammar to be LL-regular the decision to 
switch between generating an ecual number of a's 
and b's and generating extra a's must be made when 
the lookahead information consists of an arbitrary 
number of a's followed by b's. In the first case 
the decision must be made after generating exactly 
as many a's as there are b's, but regular 
lookahead cannot tell how many b's are in the 
lookahead. Ir the second case the decision must 
be made when there are an equal number of a's and 
b's in the lookahead, but regular 'ookahead connot 
detect that situation either. Therefore L is not 
LL-regular. 
PROPOSITION The class of LR-regular languages properly 
includes the class of LL-reguiar 1anguages. 
PROOF: Every LL-regular language is LR-regular since every 
LL-regular grammar is LR-regu!ar. Since the class 
of LR-regular 1anguages properly includes the 
class of deterninistic languages [2], and since 
[an b""11 n>m>0} is a deterministic 1 anguage that is 
not LL-regular, the inclusion is proper. 
5. DECIDABILITY 
This section is concerned with the problem of 
establishing that grammars have the LL-regular property. It 
will be shown to be decidable whether a grammar is LL(?0 for 
a specific regular partition 71, although it is not decidable 
whether there exists a regular partition for which the 
grammar is LL(n). 
The next proposition establishes a procedure for deciding 
whether a grammar is LL-regular or not.' Without loss of 
generality, we will assume that the grammar is reduced. 
PROPOSITION 5.1: Let G = (N,T,P,S) be a cfg. Let 
n = (R, ,...,R n) be a regular partition of T*. Let 
Li j = £oc | S # wflcs # ux, x'R; , j:R - 0 in 
P). G is LLC/0 if and only if L u n L i k = $ for 
all R; in n and productions j : R -» £ and k:R 7 in 
P such that 13*7. 
PROOF: (if) Consider the derivations 
S # ujRoc wf?c< # wx (1) 
s # ujRa w7a wy (2) 
where j:fl p, k:R 7, x=y (mod zO (assume x,y ( 
Ri). Derivation (1) implies that a € L^j , while 
derivation (2) implies that, a t L^ k . Since L{ j n 
L-ik = $ when we must have (3=7. Therefore G 
is LL(tt) . 
(only if) Assume L^ 3 n * $. Let a be any 
element of i_i j n !_j k (j;40 . Since a i L^ j , "there 
must be a derivation using 
s # ujRk WpDC lux, 
where x : Rj. -The similar derivation 
S # wflcx wYk ^ wy 
using K:R-»Y must also exist, with o; 5 Lj^ assuring 
that y € . Consequently x=y (mod 71). Since G 
is LL(n), $=7 (j=k) . Therefore, Li j n L ^ = $ 
(for j^k) can oniy be true uuhen p ^ 7, 
In order to satisfy the conditions of the proposition 
above, we must construct the sets L^ j . To that end, 
consider the following sets (where G = (N,T,P,S) and n = 
(R. , . . . ,Rr>) is a regular partition of T*) : 
For each production j:R-»£I in P define the following 
cfg's: 
Gj = (Nj.T.Pj.Sj) 
where Nj = N -u (X' j X € N} u [SjJ, 
Pj = P u [R'->0 [ (j:R^)-:P} 
u {X'-Xi'X i + , . . .Xn J (X-X,X 2...X n)*P for all 
1<i<n, X ^ M } . 
PROPOSITION 5.2: L (Gj) = L, where L, = {x€T* [ S # wRo; => 
wpct ^ UJX is a derivation in G using production 
PROOF: L, c L(G,). It will be shown first by induction on 
the length of a derivation that if S wRcc then 
i.here • 1..: -. a derivation S^ iTa, 
(0 steos) S derives S in 0 steps in G; Si ^ 5'. 
• I I -J im 
(assume if S ==5-̂  wRo: then there exists a 
derivation S.- R'a) Let S a.Scc ww-Ro.a. 
^ I m v Irrv 's i < 
Then Sj B'a by the induction hypothesis and 
w'o' R'aiK using tlie production E'-^R'at in P ' 
that was obtained in the construction cf G. from v 
the production B-Hi^Ret, in P. 
Since i.oe now have S =?, wRcc implies Si R'cc, 
• m ^ i j I m i,* ' 
we obtain S ^ wR* wpcc implies S, ^ R'cc 
v 
fix by using the production P.'-tfi in P ' obtained 
from a-fp in P. 
Finally w£cx wx implies jpct >: by using 
the same sequence of productions in G ' as are used 
in G. 
Consequently, if S wRo: ==>. w8cc inx then S, 
I ' I rn im • Ifn ^ J 
^ >:- Letting x be any element of 
L t , we have then a derivatin of x in G' and 
therefore x € L(G,). So L, c L(Gj). 
L(Gj) c L,. By induction on the length of a 
derivation it will be shown that if Sj R'a 
then there exists a derivation S mPa for some 
lift 
UJ. 
(1 step) Sj S'; S derives S in 0 steps in G. 
(assume if S,- ==,• R'a then there exists a J Im Ir 
derivation S aiflo: for some \±\) Lei 5, A v B'a 
• O J tm \r 
R'C' | k. Then S ujBk for some w by the 
induction hypothesis and wBcc uuu^Rc^cc where 
B-^WjRa, is a production in P that the production 
B'->R'CR( in F" was obtained from. 
Given that SJ R'oc implies that S wRa 
for some w, we obtain Sj ^ R'a ^ 0a ^ x 
implies S wRa ^ ujga ^ w;< by first using 
production (from which R'-»fj in P' was 
obtained) followed by equivalent derivations of x 
from pa in both G and G'. 
Letting x be any element of L(Gj), we then have a 
derivation of wx in G; consequently x e Lj . So 
LCGj) £ L,. 
Together L, c Ll'Gi) and L (G 4) c [_, imply L (Gj) = 
L.-
Let 11̂  = (Q, T, S , q 0 , F) be a deterministic finite automaton 
that accepts the language R'j . For each cfg Gj from above 
and for each R^ in n define the following cfg's: 
G u = (Nij.T.Pij.Si,-) 
where Nj j = (S{ j) u {[p,X,q] I X € Nj and p,q € Q}, 
Pi j " {Sjj [q 0 JSj,p3 j p € F} 
o {[p,X,q] -» [p.X, ,q,] . . . [qn_ , ,X n.qj | (X -» 
X , X 2 . . . X J i Pj and p,q, q n _ , € 0} 
U {[p,R,p] * j (R -» E ) € PJ] 
u {[p, a, q] a J a € T and &(q,a) = p}. 
18 
Tho vr. ,f:> G-^ then are put into reduced form by 
eliminating useless productions and non-terminals. 
PROPOSITION 5.3: L ( G U ) = L £ where L 2 = {x « Rj | S # wRo: 
'.up a ^ wx is a derivation in G using production 
PROOF: L ( G U ) c L2. Let x £ L C G ^ ) . Define homoporphism 
h:QxCNi juTijJxQ as hklp.X,?]; = X. If 
Sij [q 0 >Sj,p] # z[q,X,q']a ^ >: is a 
derivation of x in G^ j then Sj zXh (cc) x 3 s a 
derivation of x in Gj. Consequently x $ L(Gj) and 
x e Lj so there is a derivation in G: S wRcx 
wpcc i.ux. Consider the grammar G.; j' consisting 
of the grammar G; j with the productions [p,a,ql-»a 
replaced by [p,a,q]-»aq and with S^ j [q0 , Sj , p] 
replaced by S^j-q 0[q 0,Si,p]. If x = a,a 2...a n 
then elements of L (G j j ') are of the form 
q 0 a , q, . . . ar,qn where q n * F. Then x = a,a a...a n <=. 
L(Gij). = qi+i for 0<i<n-1 and x i R{ 
since M^ accepts Rj. Therefore, if x € L(G^j) 
then x e L £ . 
L 2 £ L[G;j). It is easy to show by induction on 
the length of a derivation that if E ^ y in Gj 
and S(p,y) = q then there iis a derivation Let x € 
L 2 , that is S wx in G and x e Rj. Suppose 
&(q 0,x) = p, where p € F. Since x £ L 2 so also x 
e L, and there is a derivation Sj x in Gj. 
Then by the induction abovf; there is a derivati on 
Sj j [qc,, Sj , p] ^ x in G; : and consequently x <E 
L ( G n ) . 
i 
Define the homomorphisms h; j from Njj to Nj where 
bij([p,X,q]} = X (extended to N^j* in the standard way). 
For each cfg Gjj above define the following left-linear 
grammars: 
H' • = fW- • T P - ' -1 ni j '-'̂i j i 1 J ri j i-ijJ 
where P i / = ( [p, ,X, p n + , ] -»
 r-P; , X, , p 2] X a . . . X n | ([p, , X, p n + , ] 
Lp! ,Xt ,p2] . . . [p n lX n l P r i + , ]) ^ Pi g } 
U {[p,R',q]-*£ j ([p,R',q]^) * Pij and R'-*h u (0) 
is t'ne production in Pj obtained from (j:R-»0) 
€ P>. 
PROPOSITION 5.4: L C H ^ ) = L 3 where L 3 = {oc j S wRcx 
wfJo: wx is a derivation in G using production 
j:R-»p, and x € R.; }. 
PROOF: LCHij) <= L 3 . Let S
u
 & [p, X, q] h, A (a,) # 
[p', R', q' ] h: j (cc3«t) ^ hijCaaC,} be a derivation 
in j where k ( ,K a * j • Let a = hij(a 2a 1) € 
L(Hij). Then there must be a derivation Sjj ^ 
[p,S,q]tt, # [p'.R'.q'jo^K, ^ x in Gj d . 
Therefore x € L a so x € Ri and there is a 
derivation S wRk wf3a'==I wx. Therefore a i 
i •-3 • 
£ L ( K i 4 ) . Let ct * L 3 . Then there is a 
derivation S wRc< w^a wx where x £ R^ , so 
x £ Lz and also x € L(Gjj). Therefore there is a 
derivation S: : # [p,A',q]c;' ^ x in Gj j , where o: 
= hij(a'). Consequently there is a derivation Sij 
«> [p,a',q3h: jt«') ^ hij(a') = cc in Hj j , so a € 
LCHij). 
Combining the two inclusions above results, in 
LCHi j) = L 3 . 
The decidability result can now be stated. 
PROPOSITION 5.5: Let G = (N,T,P,S) be a cfg and let n = 
(R,,...,R n) be a regular partition of T*. It is 
decidable whether G is LL(n) or not. 
PROOF: The construction of the left-linear grammars Hjj 
above define the regular sets L^j = L (Hj j) . Since 
there are a finite number of regular sets Ljj, 
there are a finite number of intersections- Lij n 
Li^. The Lij are regular so it is decidable 
whether the intersection is empty or not. 
Therefore the decision procedure for LL(tt)-ness 
consists of testing Li j a L ^ for emptiness for 
all i,3 sk such that U:R-Y and By 
proposition 5.1, if any intersection is non-empty. 
G is not LL(.7i); if all intersections are empty, G 
is LLC*) . 
Although it is decidable whether a grammar is LL-regular 
for a given regular partition n, it is not decidable whether 
"i n.rnar has a regular partition for which it is LL-
regular. The following 1emma will help establish this fact. 
LENMR 5.6: If G = 0V,T,P,S) is LL-regular for the regular 
partition r. = (R, , . . . ,RRI) ther. for any two 
productions F\->p and R+7 in P ( ^ 7 ) , there exists a 
regular set R such that {x [ S ujRcc 
wx} = L, c R and {y j S ===> ijuRoc w7cc ujy} n R = 
i. 
PROOF: Define the sets M = {i | L, n Rj * *} and R = .URj . 
R is the union of all sets R^ in n that intersect 
the language Lj, so L, c R. Suppose R n L 2 
and let y € R a L 2 . Then y C Rj for some i € M. 
Since i e fl there must be some x € such that x 
€ L,. Consider the derivations 
s & wRa mpoc # wx 
s # # 'JJy-
x ( Rj, y C R{ so x=y (mod ti) . Since G is LL(tt), 
p = 7. Cnsequently y ( L, . Since G is 
unambiguous, y is not in L 2 . Therefore there is 
no y « R a L £ , that is R r< L 2 = 
PROPOSITION 5.7: It is not decidable whether or not a 
context-free grammar G = (N,T,P,S) is LL-regular. 
PROOF: Let G, = (N,,T,,P,,S,) and G 2 = (N a,T 2,P 2,S a) be any 
two cfg's where N, n N 2 = S. Let G = (N,uN 2u{S}, 
T,uT a, P,uP2u{S^'S1 ,S^S s), S}. Ey the previous 
lemma, if G has a regular partition n such that G 
is Il.(r0 then there en: ̂ - t a regular set R such 
that for productions S-S, and S+S*, {x ! S S 
5, # x} = LCG,) = L t £ R and {y j S # S => S a # 
y} = LCG^.) = L £ n R = Therefore, deciding 
whether or not there exists a n for which G is 
LL(TT) implies deciding whether or not there is a 
regular separating set for the cfg's L ; and L A . 
This problem has been shown to be undecidable. 
Consequently, it is untiecidable whether rt exists 
or not. 
P. CONVERTING LL-REGULRR GRflMflRRS TO STRONG LL-REGULRR 
GRflJIMRRS 
Rtthough the class of LL-regul ar grammars properly 
includes the class of strong LL-regular grammars as was 
shown in section 3, the ciass of LL-regular languages is 
equivalent to the class of strong LL-regular languages. 
This equivalence follows from the fact that, for any LL-
regular grammar, a strong LL-grammar that generates the same 
language can be constructed. 
In this section a method for constructing a strong LL-
« 
regular grammar G' = (N',T,P',S') from an LL-regular grammar 
G = (IM,T,P,S) will be given. G' will be "structural 1 y 
equivalent" to G in the following sense: 1. L(G0 = L(G'). 
2. There exists a homomorphism h from P' to P such that for 
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any 1 e H m o s t der;,-.'. vciort p j.n G', h(p) is a 1 eftmost 
derivation in G such that S' x and S >:, inhere km " tf la t 
xeT*. This means that h can be used to recover .u derivation 
in G of any >:tL[G; from a .'derivation of x in G'. 
In order to construct the new grammar G', we first need 
to construct a deterministic finite automata M that is the 
cross product of the automata ^ ; accepting the languages 
L Lrii j) reversed for the grammars Hj j defined in section 5. 
Formally, let j = (.Qi j , T, S j , q: j ', F: j) be a deterministic 
finite automata accepting L (H; j; reversed. Let II = 
(Q,T, S , q 0 , $•), where 0 = [ [q, _ , , q, _ a , . . . , qrt _ k ] [ qi . j * 0» j 3 , 
°1o = fqi. i '»cli , a' and S ([q, _ , , q, _ 2 , . . . , q n _ k J, a) 
- U , _ ! (q, , , a) , S , 2 (q< 2 , a) , . . . , S n _ k (qn _ k , a) ] for al 1 q i n 
Q and a in T. 
The construction of G' now follows: 
CONSTRUCTION S.I: Let G = (N,T,P,Sl be a cfg. Let M = 
(Q, T, S , q 0 , F) be the deterministic finite automata 
constructed above. Then G ' = CN',T,P',S'), where 
N' = {[X,q] j X€(NuT),q«0}, S' = [S,q 0], and P' = : 
{ [X, q]-» [X. , q, ] [X 2 ,q 2j. . . [X^ , q nj | (X^X, X 2 . . . X J j 
i 
qi > q2» • • • > qi-1 = stqi.Xi)} u {[fl,qJ-»e ! 
j 
I (R^e)tP} V {[a,q]-a | a«T, q«Q}. j 4 ) 
PROPOSITION 8.1: The grammar G' constructed above from G is ; 
structurally equivalent to G. j 
PROOF: Straight forward induction on the lengths of 
r'ci ••>-•a l i nns r i ' ': rj n 5houji n t i • •! 1 : . x } I Irn ̂  w 
~ [;•: [ [S,q0l x} . The homorr.orphi5m h defined 
as h([X,q)->[X 1,q,]...[X f i,qJ) = (X-»X,...Xn) and 
h!. l a, l;.'-a; = i produces a derivation h(p) in G 
from a derivation p in G' of any x e L(G) = L(G'). 
PROPOSITION &. 2: If the grammar G is LL-regular for n, then 
the grammar G' constructed above is strong LL~ 
regular for rr. 
PROOF: For the purposes of this proof, the strings cc, k 1 , 
t?, Y are obtained from the strings a', cc.', 
a-/, ft', Y' by deleting the state component from 
each symbol in the string. 
[tie first notice that by the construction of G' 
that if [X, q] [X, , q, j . . . [X,, , j then q, 
i (q r i,X n. . .X £; and straightforward induction on the 
length of a derivation shows that if [3,q0] 
w[fl>q]e;' tnen q = sCq0,o;
E). i.Ue also notice that 
if [fl,q]a' ^ 0'ce' >: and x <-: R. then the 
component fsa of q correspondi ng to H; j -oil) be in 
a final state, that is q^^ € Fjt in Mj, so that c 
e L (H- • 
Now consider the derivations 
LS,q03 # LFI.qlaj' ^ w ^ ' c c , ' w, x 
[S, c cJ # => w27'.:(£ ' w 2 y 
in G' and let x,y € (that is x=y (mod tO ) . UJe 
want to show that p'=Y'. Consider the 
corresponding derivations in G: 
S # WjRai t^ w.Sa, # 
S # W £RO: A W 2 Y K S I(J2y 
cuhere j:PI-^S, and ;•:, y e R: . Ue know that a t 
L (h'; J .1 , CC2 € L ( H I K ) and since G is L L O ) , L CHI J) 
n LCHip;) = $ unless j = k. But the derivations in 
G' insure that state q is identical in both 
[R,q]'s. The only way for this to occur is for 
j=k. Therefore 0=Y. The construction then 
insures that P'=Y' since the state components are 
uniquely determined once q has been fixed. 
Consequently, G' is strong LL-regular for n 
7. AN LL-REGULRR PARSING ALGORITHM 
An efficient two pass parsing algorithm can be 
constructed for LL-regular grammars which is analogous to 
the two pass parsing algorithm for LR-regular grammars 
described in [2]. First the reverse of the input string is 
gsm-rnapped into another string which has information about 
the regu1ar-partition-1ooxahead attached to each symbol in 
the original string. This new string is then parsed by an 
LL(k)-typs parser where instead f of having k-syrnbol 
lookahead, the parser uses the regular-partition-1ookahead 
information which has been attached to each input symbol. 
!!•'"' rii ••>. ••. i r:p in constructing "1 parser for an L.L-regul ar 
grammar G = 0'--l, T. P, S) with regular partition n - (R. , . . . , R,,) 
of T* is to construct the gsm that maps the input string. 
Let g:T* T* x £1 , . . . , nl, be defined a5 follows: gCxa; = 
g(x) [a,ij such that xa € R^ reversed and g u ) = . Thus for 
any string x = a( a £ . ..a^ £ i *, g (a^ a^. t . . . a,) = 
« ̂ k J • • • > i i J where a^ . . . a. * Ri. for all l<j<k, that 
is, the symbol ij attached to each symbol aj of x indicates 
which regular set of the partition ti the remaining incut 
string is in. Therefore, by preprocessing the input string, 
the lookahead information will be attached to the input 
string at the point where it will be needed when parsing. 
The second step in constructing a parser is to construct 
a parsing function M. i w 
DEFINITION 7.1: Let G = (N,T,P,SJ be a cfg and n = 
(R, R n ) be a regular partition of T*. 
M:Nx{1 , . . . , n} -> subsets of [ (NuT) *) where 0 € 
nCR, i) if there is a derivation S wRa w^a # ' im im ~ ir> 
wx such that x € R^. 
!1 can be constructed from the grammars G;j oefined in 
section 5. Recall that L (G^ i ) = {xeR: [ S wRoc w£a # 
wx} ; it is straightforward to show that £ s ;*"UR,i) whenever 
Gi j * where (j :R-»p') €P. 
The parsing function ,1 for LL-regular grammars is 
unfortunately not single valued. This is because the 
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definition requires for specific R; , fl and a that 0 = Y. 
For k' a but the same R; and R it does not require that £ 
= Y and as a result M will not generally be single valued. 
Fortunately, M is assured" to be single valued for strong LL-
regular grammars. 
PROPOSITION 7.1: Let G = (N,T,P,S) be a strong LL-regular 
grammar for the regular partition r> = (R l P...,R r ii 
of T*. Then the function M defined above is 
single valued. 
PROOF: Suppose $ e M(fl(i) and Y * ff(R,i) : Then there must 
be derivations 
S # Li'Ra uix 
w Ra UJ 7a w y 
where xeR^ and yeR^, that is x=y(mod . But 
since G is a strong LL-regular grammar for n, £5=7. 
Therefore M is single valued. 
Consequently construction of single valued !*! requires 
that the grammar be strong LL-regular. In the previuos j 
section we showed that any LL-regular grammar can be 
transformed into a structurally equivalent strong LL-regular 
grammar. We can construct the parsing function M for the I 
strong LL-regular grammar and parse in it; since it is j 
« 
structurally equivalent to the original grammar, we can i 
recover a parse in the LL-regu!ar grammar from the parse in 
the strong LL-regular grammar. ; 




The parsing algorithm for LL-regular grammars us?:s M and 
a stack to parse a gsm mapped input string x = 
[a, , i, ] . . . [cfc , ijjS using: 
ALGORITHM ?.1: LL-regular oarser. 
u l 
1 . Initialize stack to SS, where is a new syrnbal not 
in the terminal alphabet of the language to be 
parsed. 
2 . If the symbol on top of the stack is $ and the next 
input symfcoi is 3, halt and accept the input. If 
the symbol on top of the stack is atT and the next 
input symbol is [a,i] then pop a from the stack 
and advance the input to the next symbol; repeat 
step 2. If the symbol on top of the stack is aiJ 
and the next input symbol is not [a,i] for any i 
then halt and announce an error. If the symbol on 
top of the stack is R«cN and the next input symbol 
is [a,i] then replace R on the stack by Mtfl,i); 
repeat step 2. 
In summary, an LL-regular parser for a grammar G = 
(N,T,P,S) and a regular partition n = (R, R n ) of T* 
consists of a gsm g and a parsing function M. To parse a 
string x, first map x into x' using the gsm g. Second, 
•append & to the end of x' giving x'S. Third, use the 
parsing algorithm with function M to obtain the leftmost 
parse of x. Finally, if the original grammar was LL-
regular, map the derivation obtained into a derivation in 
the original grammar. 
8. SUMMRRY 
In this paper lue introduced a logical general ization of 
the class of LL-regular grammars. This 1arger class of 
grammars was shown to properly include the LL(k) grammars, 
to be properly included in the LR-regular grammars and to be 
incomparable with the LR(k) grammars. R decision procedure 
was described which allowed one to test for LL-regularness 
for a given grammar and regular partition; it was shown that 
no decision procedure exists when only the grammar is given. 
R two-pass parsing algorithm for LL-regular grammars was 
described. This algorithm produces the left-most parse of 
an input string in linear time. Since LL-regular grammars 
are a 1arger class of grammars than the LL(k) grammars, the 
class of linear-time parsable top-down grammars has been 
extended. 
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